


Ankama is a French company specialized in 
digital and artistic fields 

Its notoriety comes from video games it 
developed like the woldwide known  Dofus 

It was created in 2001 as a webservice company 



It was created by 3 managers : 

Anthony Roux Camille Chafer Emmanuel Darras 

Ankama is a combination of their 3 names 

ANthony + CAmille + EmMAnuel = 
ANKAMA 



Camille Chafer = Technical Director 

Anthony Roux = Artistic Director 

Olivier Comte = General Director 

Now 



The headquarters of the company are 
located in Roubaix, near Lille 

CACAAAAAAAAAAAA 



Ankama Web 

But it didn’t work and the 
activity was abandoned 



  

Ankama Games 



  Dofus is a Massively 
Multiplayer Online Role 
Playing Game (MMORPG) 

It was created in 2004, and its name 
was Duel at the beginning 

In only one year, in 2005, Dofus 
was played by 450 000 players and 
was translated into English 

Dofus 



In 2006, the Independent Games Festival takes place 
in San José, USA 

Dofus wins the audience’s award 

The same year, the Flash Forward, a ceremony who 
reward the best flash games (who are used via 
Internet), takes place in Seattle, USA 

Dofus wins the audience’s award and the price of 
the best game. 



Dofus recorded a peak of attendance in 2009 with 700 000 
players online the same day and 165 000 online simultaneously 

In 2008, the game reached 10 millions players 

The same year, in 2009, Dofus became Dofus 2.0, the game incurred a redesign 
and was the best sales of computer games in France the week of its release 





Ankama Animation 

Created in 2007 

The first cartoon released was « Goultard 
le Barbare » and the most famous 
creation of Ankama Animation is Wakfu 

Goultard le Barbare 



Wakfu is a cartoon released in 2008 by 
Ankama and distributed by France 3, 
an important french TV channel, in the 
cartoon show LUDO 

It includes 55 episodes of 
22 minutes, over 2 seasons. 

Wakfu tells the story of a young boy, Yugo, who has a power : he can make portals and 
move through them. It’s all about magic, fairy, in a quest through « the World of the 
Twelves », to find the eliacube, an artifact with a huge power. 



Ankama Editions 

It was created at 
the end of 2005 

Ankama publishes 
independent productions 



Dofus 

The first volume of the manga The sixth volume, the most sold 

The last of the series until 
now 



Ankama Editions released a manga serie 
for Wakfu too, which extends for 3 opus 



Ankama Editions produces other series, 
like Freaks, Radiant and Appt. 44 

Appt. 44 

Ankama produces other types of books : 
comics, novels, artbooks and cookbooks too 



Work in Ankama 

To work in Ankama, you must ….. 


